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Soul eater crona cosplay



One of the things that stands out most about Soul Eater must be its quirky character design. People would be hard pressed to find a design just as Professor Steins or Medusa are elsewhere, and it's easy to remember what characters look like even though it's been quite some time since seeing them. One of the most
interesting must crona, the black-blooded experimental child who eventually broke out from under Medusa's thumb to try to take back his own life. Being the only androgynous character in the entire series, Crona has an incredibly unique look befitting their equally quirky personality. But just like how their soft-pink hair
helps to add some soft vibes to their otherwise edgy appearance, their fearful, violent exterior belies a shivering child with a heart of gold. With all these things working together, it's no wonder they became such a hit with cosplayers. 10 Dripping Black Especially at the start of the series, before Crona's defense is broken
through by Maka, they come out as incredibly scary. These vibes could not have been captured more clearly than in this image of windowcleanr's Crona, as their pose depicts their unstable personality perfectly. Every part of their costume looks amazingly accurate, especially their wig and dripping eyeliner effect they
managed to pull off. The pink light shining background behind them is a great touch, and helps the shot pop more. 9 Double-edged Although there is no shortage of incredibly cool weapon designs throughout the series, one of the very best must be Ragnarok, demons value and Crona's weapon partner. Posing by
daisya_berry sword in this shot makes them come out as even cooler too, as they cross over Crona from an eerie extra set of arms. Their creativity shines through in the way that this shot was made, and the background only adds to the air of anxiety that one feels on its display. Each part of the costume looks fantastic,
but the swords look particularly well made. 8 Scarred Child When viewers were first introduced to Crona, it was hard to imagine exactly what their past could have been like. They simply seem like a deranged threat, barking the orders of an invisible witch, one that must be stopped. It's tear-jerking when the series finally
reveals its past, being under Medusa's cruel thumb and being subjected to her abusive, manipulative whims when she deemed appropriate. This side of Crona- the wounded child under tyrannical rule- is portrayed heartbreakingly in this shot of brainrot.cos. The bruises painted on the face are contrasted eerily by the
shining stars who decorate their wig. 7 A Decade's Work Practice makes perfect, and the best way to get better at cosplaying is to simply keep doing it and hone your craft. This ideology is captured beautifully in this comparison shot of chalisa_cos, with a decade has passed between their Crona trials. Even in their older
picture, it's clear that they love Crona's character — but as with all new cosplayers, it's also clear that they feel a little awkward. Their newer photo shows massive improvement with their wig styling, posing, and especially their confidence, which is simply amazing to see. 6 Halloween Spirit After Crona is pulled out of the
depths of his own madness by Maka, the two begin to spend a lot of time together, with Maka helping Crona discover poetry, attending parties, and other things they missed. It makes perfect sense for them to celebrate Halloween together, then, and mintt.cos makes an amazing wife along with an equally impressive
Crona. Both their costumes and wigs look absolutely perfect, and their personalities shine through from their expressions alone. 5 Conflict-Ready Under the ruthless control of Medusa, Crona couldn't do much except swallow the pacifist inside those who don't want anything to do with hurting others and simply swinging
his blade instead. This kind of their captured wonderfully in this picture of leafy_grasss as they hide behind their beautifully made, giant replica of Ragnarok. Their costume looks spot-on, and it goes double for their wig, as it's immediately clear how much styling and effort went into it. 4 The Experiment &amp; The
Scientist It makes sense for Professor Stein to want to spend time around Crona, as they are an incredibly ambitious experiment considering that their soul is fused with their weapons- and of course their blood is black. But it may not be the safest idea. Stein's wide, deranged smile comes out as incredibly creepy, which
is absolutely perfect given his nature, especially as the series progresses and the madness grip worsens. Mercurycosplay's wide-eyed gaze doesn't seem very frightened, however, and the two make for the creepy combination. 3 Forever overwhelmed Crona's catchphrase, as early as the very first episode they appear, I
don't think I know how to deal with it. No matter what situation they are thrust into, their anxiety is incredibly obvious, and r4iny.jpg captures these feelings of their perfect. From their sad, wide-eyed expression upward to how their hands tightly link themselves with their hands, Crona's easily frightened personality couldn't
have been shown better. The choice to have some black blood dripping from your nose is a great artistic touch as well. 2 Uncertain Pout If there's one thing Crona does consistently, that's concern- but, thankfully, their view of the world begins to shine something as Maka begins to open them up to new experiences.
Axaebe couldn't have done a more masterful job at capturing the troubled, trapped side of their personality, and their wig styling is particularly immaculate. It's easy to Crona's shaky voice that they can't handle their current circumstances is simply from a single glance, a sign that cosplayer really managed to capture their
personality perfectly. 1 Under Her Thumb Crona's past is an incredibly tragic one- at first it is far too fragile and soft-hearted to be as cruel as their mother desired, but eventually comply because they simply wanted to be treated better. Although Crona states that they have no memories of Medusa acting as a real
maternal figure, there is much more of her threatening their lives, locking them up and depriving them of basic necessities. This disturbing dynamic is perfectly captured by cassplayss saltprince_cosplay like Medusa and Crona, respectively. They both look absolutely perfect, and their contact lenses are particularly
striking. NEXT: Which Soul Eater Character Are You Based On Your Zodiac Sign? Next Isekai Anime: 5 Common Tropes (and Why They Work So Well) Related Topics about author Hannah Grimes (170 articles published) More from Hannah Grimes Please follow the tips below to process your return: First of all, please
contact our customer service, we will determine if your goods can be returned for a refund or refund under the return policy. If it is confirmed that the item can be returned, our customer service will inform you of the return mailaddress address and the following operation process. Under normal circumstances, the shipping
cost of the return is paid by the customer, and we bear the shipping cost of the compensation. We do not charge additional fees for the return or exchange. Please note, if the customer returns the goods without negotiation, we will not bear any cost. After receiving and checking the goods, the refund will be processed
within 3-5 working days (weekend excluded). !!! We will not accept any return without contact before. Please do not use the address on the mailing package to return or exchange. If this happens, we will not be responsible for it and will not make any compensation. Here are some cases where you can return goods for a
replacement or refund: There is something wrong with the quality of the suit The regular size does not fit. If you plan to return the goods, make sure that it has never been used, torn, changed and there are no missing items. The original package, garment tag and tracking number are must-have items for you to get the
refund. Thus, be careful while checking all the details on the goods please. Please return the costumes back with a shipping number. The following are conditions under which returns are not accepted: !!! Special Sales Items/Clearance products cannot be returned for refund, we can offer replacement for them but only
the sizes in stock can be exchanged. If you return some of the costumes, the payment cannot be refunded. Worn, used, animal hair attached or changed objects cannot be returned. Underwear, socks and stockings cannot be returned. Items for once wear or indoor use as shoe covers, boots tops, suit shoes, etccan not
be returned. Dentures, fangs, fake teeth, cosmetics, beards, facial hair and all other artificial hairincluding hair pieces, hair clips, hair extensions, headbands, barrettes, hair accessories, hats with attached hair cannot be returned. Follow the tips below to process your return: First of all, contact our customer service, we
will determine if your goods can be returned for a refund or refund according to the return policy. If it is confirmed that the item can be returned, our customer service will inform you of the return mailaddress address and the following operation process. Under normal circumstances, the shipping cost of the return is paid
by the customer, and we bear the shipping cost of the compensation. We do not charge additional fees for the return or exchange. Please note, if the customer returns the goods without negotiation, we will not bear any cost. After receiving and checking the goods, the refund will be processed within 3-5 working days
(weekend excluded). !!! We will not accept any return without contact before. Please do not use the address on the mailing package to return or exchange. If this happens, we will not be responsible for it and will not make any compensation. Here are some cases where you can return goods for a replacement or refund:
There is something wrong with the quality of the suit The regular size does not fit. If you plan to return the goods, make sure that it has never been used, torn, changed and there are no missing items. The original package, garment tag and tracking number are must-have items for you to get the refund. Thus, be careful
while checking all the details on the goods please. Please return the costumes back with a shipping number. The following are conditions under which returns are not accepted: !!! Special Sales Items/Clearance products cannot be returned for refund, we can offer replacement for them but only the sizes in stock can be
exchanged. If you return some of the costumes, the payment cannot be refunded. Worn, used, pickled, animal hair attached or changed items cannot be returned. Underwear, socks and stockings cannot be returned. Items for once wear or indoor use as shoe covers, boots tops, suit shoes, etccan not be returned.
Dentures, fangs, fake teeth, cosmetics, beards, facial hair and all other artificial hairincluding hair pieces, hair clips, hair extensions, headbands, barrettes, hair accessories, hats with attached hair cannot be returned. Returned.
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